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Our Aim is to sustain the affluence of the development 
and infrastructure throughout Qatar and the GCC
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Why Choose Us

Our Patrons

Services

MissionBringing smiles to our customers with our praisewor-
thy services is the utmost responsibility that enables 
us to grow as a competent organization. We are 
exceedingly obliged to accomplish the expectations 
of our consumers as a world-class heavy equipment 
supplier.



About Us

Autolink International is a renowned and recognized company which is specialized in trading
heavy equipment and construction machinery. We appointed a team of dedicated specialists
who are proficient and skilled in all the modern worldwide technologies and constantly come
up with accurate suggestions and best-implemented tasks. Our distinctively monitored engin-
eering department consists of highly experienced technicians who are well-appointed in 
revamping tools.

END-TO-END HEAVY EQUIPMENT

Autolink International has a notable assortment of heavy machinery vacant for lease. 
The maintenance of these machines is done by extraordinarily capable mechanics, also the
machines are re-tuned and examined regularly. Most often the heavy equipment originates
with skilled operators and conductors.

MHE LEASE AND RENTAL SOLUTIONS

The provision of complete solutions is offered by Autolink International itself, which covers all kinds 
of merchandise and commodities. We satisfy your requirements for a product worldwide with reduced 
lead time and superlative bids. We have established and confirmed our expertise in supplying a series 
of Construction materials, Industrial Equipment, and Machinery Specifically Cranes, Wheel Loaders, 
Dozers, Graders, Road Rollers, Backhoe Loaders, Excavators, Forklifts, Generators, Welding Machines,
 Air Compressors, Diesel Engines, Mixers, Compactors, Concrete Vibrators, Skid Steers, Jack Hammers,
 Reach Stackers, Man lifts, and much more.

We pressurize over the improvement of communication between all the team members including 
the heavy machine operators and the site laborers which obviously improves our safety concerns. 
Autolink is delivering highly equipped tools to operators and gear for perfect and real-time commu-
nication to elevate productivity and complete projects effectively with higher efficiency. Improving
 communication reduces operator errors and collisions and will keep the workplace safer. We provide
 every mechanical and physical amenity mandatory for individual security and health in accordance
 with the Occupational Safety and Health Act. In short, we follow all the obligatory laws valid for 
laborers and employees. Wherever we work we adopt all the applicable environmental rules and
 regulations for healthier and safer surroundings.

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

Let us share our breathless journey over the past twenty years across the GCC region and
share our future goals that need accomplishment. Autolink International is a SAM registe-
red, (NCAGE CODE – SFEL3), in agreement with all FAR clauses company performing US 
Federal Government business. Autolink International is an active USA Government contractor 
for Middle East and Africa region to provide services for USA Military. With the aim to sustain 
the affluence of the development and infrastructure throughout Qatar and the GCC, Autolink 
International is determined to fulfill the requirements of enormous construction projects 
regarding heavy equipment, automobiles, machines, and cranes for rent. With the aim of 
meeting the encounters of these massive events, Autolink International is providing an idyllic 
platform to accomplish the demands required by the construction market like crane hiring. 



A little overview of Autolink in the words of our CEO

CEO Message
Strive to sustain Qatar's affluence in terms of development and infrastructure throughout the Gulf
Cooperation Council region. Autolink International is determined to fulfill the requirements of major
construction projects regarding heavy equipment, automobiles, machines, and cranes for rental. To
meet these massive events’ needs, Autolink International is providing an idyllic platform to meet the
demands.

Regarding our honorable chairman Mr. Shah Mohammad, we would love to introduce him as the
worthiest and most demanding person. His never-ending efforts are making Autolink reliable. Our
noble and respected CEO working in Autolink for the last twenty years provides the best strategic,
financial, and operational leadership and meticulously works with the Board of Directors. We are
highly obliged to work with him under the roof of Autolink International.

I am glad for the chance to lead Autolink International 
and look onward to working thoroughly with the hard
working team to carry on our history of success. I accept
as true that our performance is the best in our commit-
ment to people, operational excellence, and innovation.
As we inflate across the GCC region, I anticipate that
combination will make us one of the most respected and 
sought-after commercial interior construction companies
in the industry.

Chief Executive - Autolink International

VISION

We at Autolink International are impatient to share that we will assist you to build your dream. We
appreciate the dedication our employees put into their work. Autolink International is thrilled to
have highly trained and skilled workers who work 24/7 for the betterment of the construction industry
in Qatar and other countries. We have the latest technology, which differentiates us from the rest.

STATEMENT

SHAH MUHAMMAD 

The exclusive mission of Autolink International is to facilitate the development and infrastructure
boom around Qatar and the GCC region, which comprises numerous hotels, state-of-the-art hospitals,
museums, football stadiums, shopping malls, and whatnot. We want to bring about transformation
in the development sector by utilizing the latest technologies and innovative solutions. Autolink is
determined to provide the most competitive employment opportunities and culture in the future.
We will deliver services, supplies, and equipment for projects across the country that demand all
types of machinery and services. For example, roads, bridges, maritime ports, railway systems, com-
mercial or residential units, and a lot more.

Mission



Establishes and maintains standards for fair, orderly, and efficient markets. Division regulates the
major securities market participants, including broker-dealers, self-regulatory organizations (such
as stock exchanges, FINRA, and clearing agencies), and transfer agents. Autolink International is
following this process for its effective regulation.

Trading Division

To add to your surprise, Autolink offers the most up-to-date machinery at the most economical prices,
as well as highly equipped and trained team members. The diversity in the storage capacities of our
top-ranked cranes like Grove, Terex, Tadano, Kato, MAN, and many others is eye-catching and super
satisfying.

Leasing Division

Services

The mesmerizing talent we put in while choosing the best quality cranes for our beloved customers
is our greatest strength. Not forgetting about the dedication clients watch in our work is worth
noticing. We have highly competent, trained, and equipped staff in AutoLink International who is
steadfast to their deliberated tasks. What distinguishes us from the rest is our updated, modern,
and up-to-date heavy machinery. In a lesser span of time, we have gained the blind trust of our cust-
omers all around Qatar. We are highly obliged for all the efforts our team put in and all the faith
from our users. We are working hard to not let that trust go away in any way.

Rentals Services

Autolink is working at a higher pace in the construction industry as we are providing the best quality
raw material. Also, the introductory prices are very cheap and reasonable. Building material is widely
used and is sold at a nominal cost price.
 
      Pre-Fabricated Modular Units (Housing Units, Office Units, Abulation Units)
      Pre-Engineered Buildings             Concrete Barriers                    HESCO Barriers

Construction And Building Materials

600+
Successful Projects

600+
Happy Clients



Why Choose Us ? Our patrons

The professionalism Autolink International follows is shown through its effective efforts
in the construction industry. We prioritize making our clients and vendors happy and
converting them into reliable assets for our company. The credibility and dedication of
our work are sanctioned by our super-satisfied clients all around Qatar.

Rentals Services

Standardized service Provider Company
GCC/Qatar-oriented company.
The latest models of cranes or heavy construction equipment.
The most recent technology at the most reasonable price.
Highly equipped and trained team.
Diversity in storage capacities
Cranes are available for rent on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis.

CLIENTS TESTIMONIAL

UMARI ZURMATAI

Auto Link International Trading and equipment rental is one of the Best company in Qatar.
Highly recommended to all.

AK “KNOWLEDGEWARE” TUBE

Very good company for providing cranes on rent. Very Professional Staff and Professional
Customer Satisfactory facilities provided.


